
Seg-easyloader Hauler
With built-in ramps, the Seg-easyloader Hauler 
makes it easy to transport your PT.

And if you are a “two PT 
familiy” there is even a 
double version to carry a 
pair at a time.

A version without 
ramps is also 
available.

Ramps and manual tow-bar
Carriers for the Segway PT
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 www.segway.co.nz

To learn more 
or to arrange a 

free on-site
demonstration

please call

0800 2 SEGWAY

or Philip Bendall
021 669 649

The Challenge: 
• Take your PT just 

about everywhere 
you want to go

The Solution:
• A  range of official 

Segway, Inc. and 
third-party 
accessories are 
availablePersonal Mobility

Segway Ramps
There’s no need to lift your PT in and out of your vehicle. Effortlessly glide 
the PT up or down ramps under its own power, directly into the back of 
your SUV/4WD, Wagon or Van.

Segway Ramps are lightweight and easy to manage, and fit into their own 
zippered carry bag that features a padded insert between each ramp to 
prevent rattling.

Segway Hauler
Attach the Segway Hauler to your sedan’s tow-bar. No lifting is required to take your 
PT with you, simply attach it to the Hauler’s platform and an ingenious lever action 
raises it into place. Slide in the locking pin and you’re ready to go. Fitting the Segway 
Cover is recommended to protect your PT from rain while driving at speed.

“My Segway Hauler enables me to take my XT out to the 
forest trails for weekend adventure riding with my friends.”



Electric tow-bar
Carriers for Segway PTs
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To learn more 
or to arrange a 

free on-site
demonstration

please call

0800 2 SEGWAY

or Philip Bendall
021 669 649

The Challenge: 
• Take your PT just 

about everywhere 
you want to go

The Solution:
• A  range of third-

party tow-bar 
carriers for every 
model of  Segway PT  
are availablePersonal Mobility: easily take your PT with you
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SegVator Lift Hauler
The SegVator is an electric power lift and carrier for all Segway PT models.

“I use my Segway PT to get between lectures at Auckland 
University. I live out West and drive into the city every day, 

and the SegVator Lift lets me bring my PT with me.”
- Lucian Alderson, Auckland

TriLift
TriLift is an electric power lift and carrier for all Segway PT models, and is 
compatible with most vehicles in New Zealand.

This is an innovative breakthrough for Segway PT, scooter and power chair 
owners. TriLift simplifies the transportation of your Segway PT, without 
impacting on the look of your vehicle. Small size and weight help to minimize 
interference with your vehicle's day-to-day use, and Trilift features quick and 
easy disassembly for convenient storage when not in use 

The secure, triangular interlocking system makes it very easy to safely carry your PT 
with you.every time you go out. A touch of a button raises your PT to the uplifted 
position and double-locks it into place by wedging the docking bracket triangle 

attached to your PT into the locking bracket on the lift. storage.

Here’s what we like about TriLift:

• No straps, manual clamps or tie-downs
• Easy to load with a self-locking system that is strong and secure
• No bulky platform protruding out from the back of your vehicle
• Better ground clearance for steep driveways
• Folds down for easy access to the boot/hatch/tailgate

TriLift works with just about any mobility device. Simply buy the  docking 
bracket specific to your device when you purchase the TriLift. For the 

Segway PT there is one docking bracket for all models in 
the i2 and x2 range, and another version for the i167/i170/
i180/XT/GT range. There are docking brackets available for 
a wide range of mobility scooters and power chairs too.

The Ultra-Light version is suitable for all Segway PT 
models. and lighter scooters and power chairs. The 
standard version suits heavier devices.

“A stroke left me with very little mobility 
and severe ride-side weakness. I tried 

three mobility scooters - all left me 
wanting and my days very restricted. The 

Segway PT has changed my life, and the 
TriLift was the piece of equipment I 

needed to complete my transport 
solution. Now I always have a PT with me 

and ready to go as soon as I’ve parked my 
car. The TriLift’s design is superb - loading 

and unloading is easy even for me, and I 
thoroughly recommend it.”

- Geoff Parsonage, Auckland


